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Talentfort (Pvt) Ltd, a fully owned subsidiary of Sri Lanka Telecom is renowned for its innovative approach to

worldwide software development and offshore BPO solutions. Our thoughtfully crafted services are carefully

designed to elevate your organization’s strategic vision and drive you towards remarkable success. Our

capabilities extend well beyond a comprehensive suite of captivating software development solutions. we

also offer a diverse range of offshore services that possess the ability to transform your global business

landscape.

Talentfort (Pvt) Ltd is fully equipped to enhance your software development capabilities and serve as your

dependable partner in the domain of offshore BPO services. Our skilled workforce, armed with a versatile

array of skills, is seamlessly equipped to align with your organizational goals and empower you to seize

international opportunities. We offer dynamic web and mobile development, comprehensive full-stack

development, IOT engineering, network architecture proficiency, aesthetic UI/UX design, and AI and machine

learning expertise. Our expertise in cloud technologies, including Azure and Huawei, further enhances our

capabilities.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION



“To be the renowned leader in delivering

innovative solutions to our clients

through the latest technologies.”

COMPANY OVERVIEW

MISSION:
“ We are committed to providing state-of-the-art, multi-
dimensional software development and offshore BPO

solutions. All services to local and global clients focus on
continuous improvement and development in order to
achieve success through technology and people while

exceeding client expectations of highest quality,
competitiveness, flexibility, compliance, and credibility.”

VISION:



OUR SERVICES



Web development encompasses a wide range of services, which include delivering websites or web apps, cybersecurity

solutions, UX/UI design, e-commerce solutions, website architectures, QA testing, maintenance, consulting, and even a

custom CMS.

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT



The document management system manages your document-related transactions in a manner that increases security and

productivity. DMS automates the tracking and managing of permanent and current source documents from receiving to

storing and sharing. DMS is well equipped with tools, and methods used to capture, manage, store, preserve, deliver, and

dispose of 'documents' across an enterprise. 

The proposed system works as a library, and allows you to store all your documents in digital format. A digital library

works as a hub that allows your employees to refer documents for assigned projects. They are assigned to from anywhere

and at any time to help streamline day-to-day operations.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM-DMS



Introducing the JobArcade Application Gathering System, a cutting-edge platform that simplifies job application

management for both employers and job seekers. With features like effortless application submission, real-time tracking,

and customized forms, it enhances the process for employers and provides a user-friendly experience for job seekers. 

APPLICATION GATHERING SYSTEM 

JobArcade streamlines communication, offering a secure and efficient solution to

connect top talent with the perfect opportunities. Your journey to efficient job

application management starts here.



The Foreign Employment Agency System offers a streamlined platform for job seekers seeking international career

opportunities. With a vast database of global job listings, it simplifies overseas job applications, provides application

tracking, manages crucial documents, offers pre-departure resources, and ensures data security.

 

FOREIGN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY SYSTEM 

.

Whether you're pursuing work abroad, this application is your trusted partner

to turn your dreams into reality, irrespective of the foreign employment

company you choose. Your international career journey begins here.



The Registration Portal is a user-friendly web platform where users can register and submit job requests, Also the

administrators can easily review, accept, deny, or set requests to pending status. Users can track the status of their

requests via a personal dashboard. This system simplifies communication and enhances efficiency, making it an excellent

choice for organizations looking to streamline their job request processes

REGISTRATION SYSTEM



One of the main functions of a POS system is to record transactions that your store made. Recording sales transactions

quickly in your system is very important when waiting lines are growing, so having a software that allows scanning and

selling products without wasting time is beneficial for a retail business.

Our POS system features are dynamic dashboard with real-time insights, product management, easy quotation creation

and management, sales and purchases, any type of reports.

POS SYSTEM



Inventory management system for tracking inventory levels, orders, sales and deliveries. It can also be used in the

manufacturing industry to create a work order, bill of materials and other production-related documents. Special feature is

credit bill and reminder system with mail.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM



This web-based ordering system, built with React.js, Node.js, and MongoDB, streamlines order processing. Users can

easily browse and order items, with secure payment gateways. An owner's dashboard offers order management and

fulfillment tools, with SMS order updates. Shop owners gain inventory control, report generation, and KOT and full bills,

enhancing business insights. 

ONLINE ORDERING SYSTEM

This system combines modern e-commerce convenience with efficient

order and inventory management, ensuring a seamless experience for

users and business efficiency.



The Sri Lankan Travel & Tourism System Development project aims to create a dynamic and user-friendly online platform

that promotes Sri Lankan tourism. The website will serve as a comprehensive guide for tourists, providing detailed

information about Sri Lankan tourist destinations, hotels, and cultural experiences. It will also facilitate the booking of

travel packages, both predefined and customizable, offering customers a seamless and personalized travel planning

experience.

TRAVEL & TOURISM SYSTEM



Software-enabled digital signage allows you to create multiple content zones on the screen and easily schedule content

for each zone. Additionally, it has override content features for interrupting routine content streaming with emergency

alerts programmed from a remote location. 

CLOUD SIGNAGE SOLUTION



We provide technical and operational solutions to various categories of

hospitals, channeling centers & professionals in the healthcare

industry. With our deep domain knowledge and proven expertise in

healthcare IT consulting services, we are developing innovative

healthcare IT solutions leveraging latest technologies including Digital

transformation, Artificial Intelligence, Mobility, Big Data, Analytics and

Cloud Computing.

HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Our portfolio of services, includes development, enhancement,

integration as well as management of healthcare applications. We have

deep understanding of the provider systems and the applicable

regulatory compliance in the industry.



Our innovative solution transforms parking at large venues with RFID cards, laser tracking, and image recognition. It

addresses challenges like ticket duplication and inaccurate vehicle categorization. Objectives include precise

categorization, enhanced verification, and reliable data. A central database and cloud-based monitoring offer secure, real-

time insights. Our solution goes beyond tech upgrades, creating an efficient, user-friendly parking environment, setting a

new industry standard.

VEHICLE PARKING SYSTEM



In the fast-paced media industry, an efficient "Vehicle Tracking System" is essential. It offers real-time vehicle tracking,

speed monitoring, and fuel consumption estimation. Our commitment is to enhance content delivery efficiency, safety,

and reliability. Objectives include real-time tracking for efficient delivery, speed regulation for safety, and accurate fuel

consumption estimation for cost control. 

VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM

The system comprises GPS tracking, GSM communication, speed

monitoring tools, and a centralized server. We follow a structured

implementation process, encompassing requirement analysis,

system design, hardware setup, software development, testing,

deployment, and maintenance. The system promises safety,

efficiency, cost control, accountability, viewer satisfaction, and a

competitive edge, reflecting our dedication to innovation and

excellence.



Our Customized Mobile Application, powered by Flutter, JavaScript, and React and seamlessly integrated with Firebase

and MongoDB, offers an exceptional user experience with support for both Android and iOS platforms. With cross-

platform compatibility, a visually stunning interface, high levels of customization, real-time updates, and the security of

Firebase, this app provides a seamless user experience. It ensures a scalable and offline-capable database, leverages

community support, and delivers robust performance, all while offering dedicated support and maintenance to keep your

app at its best.

MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT



This mobile game, developed with Flutter and Unity, is built on a simple yet engaging concept

tailored to a broad audience, aligning perfectly with your promotional objectives. With intuitive

presets and characters, it ensures easy user engagement without a steep learning curve, making

it accessible to a wide player base. Its cross-platform compatibility maximizes reach across

Android and iOS, while its customization options create a unique and immersive promotional

experience. Leveraging Unity's scalability and integrated analytics tools, you can adapt and track

performance to enhance future marketing efforts. This mobile game serves as a dynamic

promotional asset, boosting brand visibility and audience engagement.

MOBILE GAME DEVELOPMENT



BPO services we offer, are for organizations that require efficiency in service delivery focusing on cost and quality.

Through our service we undertake to organize all administrative functions in order to assure optimal results. We are proud

of our performance - driven culture that bases itself on measurement and feedback to cater to customers with an end-to-

end process.

As Sri Lanka becomes a global hotspot for off-shore call center services, we are honored to provide 24x7 call center

services for both onsite and offsite. Customer satisfaction is guaranteed with this unmatched state-of-the-art technology,

as well as exceptionally trained staff.

24X7 Call Centers

IT/Software Development 

Payroll Outsourcing 

Training & Recruitment (Foreign/Local)

Quality Assurance 

Chat-Bot Solutions and customized software solutions

BPO SERVICES



Our skilled staff members are knowledgeable about programming languages and technologies and are experts at

providing superior BPO and offshore services that cut across national borders. Their constant commitment and breadth of

technical knowledge make us your perfect partner to negotiate the complex global market and smoothly incorporate

offshore BPO solutions into your overall strategy.

Dynamic web & mobile development

Comprehensive fullstack development

IOT Engineering

Network Architecture proficiency

Aesthetic UI/UX design

AI and Machine Learning Expertise

MANAGED SERVICES



LOCAL CLIENTS



GLOBAL CLIENTS 



STRATEGIC & TECHNICAL PARTNERS



Talentfort (Pvt) Ltd

Sri Lanka Telecom Building, Maradana Road, Colombo 10, Sri Lanka.

info@talentfort.lk I Web: www.talentfort.lk

Tel: + 94112694406 I Fax: +94112676667

mailto:info@talentfort.lk

